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| C O C K T A I L S |
Mezcal and The New Classics
Our Cocktails inspiration is based as principles on the traditional
classic recipes already forgotten,with a combination of ancestral
distillates of agaves from different states of the Republic which
reaches at list thousand years of history,and family generations,as
well fused with traditional Italian elements.

Mezcaloni
$250 M/N

Excellent as an aperitif to start a culinary experience, or as a digestif
to finish your dinner, with a decisive taste with an important base such
as Vermouth rosso Carpani antica formula , yucatecan sour
orange combined with a Mamazul special selection mezcal Chato from
Oaxaca.

Raicilla
Tonic
$250 M/N

Unique in its complexity of flavours and sensations, it matured in a
wild and natural way in the southern mountains of Jalisco, refreshing
with a citrus touch from the south east, the Yucatecan lime, and
Mexican tonic water.

Paloma
Mamazul
$220 M/N

A Mexican classic fused with a Mamazul
How mezcal with a maturity of 12 years
sweetness and a unique balance with is
touch of smoked , prepared with a base
soda from Veracruz.

Gin
Fizz
$250 M/N

Silky, creamy and velvety, it is characterised by being a refreshing
cocktail and providing a mamazul-style citrus flavour.

Naked
&
Famous
$250 M/N

The Botanical intensity that manages to be simultaneously crushing
and complex with just enough sweetness to balance it out ,with lemon
and the funkiness of the mezcal,in this case we use

heart using an Angustifolia
creating the perfect amount of
double distillation with a light
of homemade fresh grapefruit

Our cocktail offer is open to any other proposal and taste of the client, we are happy to satisfy your
palate in different ways, with classics made from artisanal Mexican liquors and distillates.

Spicy selection

Dry chillies or fresh

MAMAZUL
Special
Mezcalitas
$190 M/N

Xacatic
Habanero
Ancho

Serrano
Poblano
Chipotle

Fruities Selection

Passion fruit
Watermelon
Cucumber & Lemon

Mango
Tamarind
Hibiscus Flower

